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Abstract
To compensate for declining physical and cognitive capabilities, such as unstable balance, declining vision, or slight dementia, modular navigation assistants for various mobility platforms, such as
walkers, wheelchairs or tricycles, shall provide sustained everyday mobility and autonomy with
seamless transition from indoor to outdoor environments.

1 Introduction
The project Assistants for Safe Mobility, ASSAM, AAL-2011-4-062, www.assam-project.eu, is
funded under the AAL Joint Programme by the European commission and the national funding organisations Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung BMBF (DE), Ministerio de Industria,
Turismo y Comercio (ES), and the Ministry of VWS (NL), with the partner organisations represented by the authors. Here we report on prior work and our plans for the next 3 years; cf. [1].
The ASSAM project aims to compensate for declining physical and cognitive capabilities of elderly
persons by user-centred development of modular navigation assistants for various mobility platforms, such as walker, wheelchair, and tricycle (cf. Figure 1), providing sustained everyday mobility
and autonomy with seamless transition from indoors to outdoors in environments such as residential complexes or the neighbourhood quarter. The assistance systems shall provide
• Physical assistance for declining walking capabilities, encouraging physical exercise;
• Safety assistance by obstacle avoidance;
• Cognitive assistance for declining visual and mental capabilities by navigational aid;
• Security assistance by a care centre connection in case of emergency situations.
Three end-user organisations (in Germany, Spain, The Netherlands) will ensure user-centred development including every-day usability assessment cycles in field trials. Central ethical issues are
to only assist when necessary, permitting the user to act independently, and individual user adaptation. During field trials, candidates can withdraw at any time.

Figure 1: Smart wheelchair, smart walker prototype, and smart tricycle design

2 Platforms and Variants of Assistants
The modularity of the approach allows several variants in configuring hardware platforms (walker,
wheelchair, and tricycle, cf. Figure 1), additional devices (a smartphone or tablet PC for interaction,
GPS, laser range sensors, etc.) and navigational software for individualised use, cf. Figure 2. The
Navigation Aid and Driving Aid extend non-electric platforms, while the Navigation Assistant is
based on platforms with electric wheels.
Navigation Aid shall provide basic outdoor navigation abilities, like a car navigation system, but tailored to the mobility platforms. Apart from a modern smartphone or tablet PC, only two so-called
OdoWheel (patent pending) devices will be needed, attached to two front or back wheels. Its
odometry (self-movement) and inertial measurement data are fused with GPS localisation outdoors, and OSM map information, to increase overall localization accuracy for safety and security.
Maps will be annotated with specific accessibility properties.
Using additional laser range sensors, the Driving Aid will enhance safety by recognising and warning for steps and obstacles. The sensors also enable indoor positioning and navigation.
Whereas these assistants only signal directions and give warnings, the Navigation Assistant is
based on platforms with electric wheels. It shall proactively correct the driving direction to avoid
obstacles by controlling the drive, steering and braking accordingly. It allows automated driving
(without manual steering) to a specified target location in a charted indoor environment. From the
bed or sofa, the user can remotely direct it to a parking position, or demand its return, cf. Figure 6.
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Figure 2: Variants of assistants for mobility platforms

3 Physical Mobility Assistance
For physical mobility assistance, the smart motorised platforms brake when descending a slope,
aid going up, and provide safety on inclined surfaces to avoid toppling over.
Based on more than 15 years of experience in building smart assistive systems for electric wheelchairs [2,3,4,5] (Figure 3, Figure 4 show the 3rd generation prototype of Rolland based on the outdoor Champ from Meyra; Figure 1shows the 4th generation on the basis of Xeno by Otto Bock), the
iWalker demonstrator was developed in the EU-project SHARE-it [6], similarly equipped with a laser range sensor and motorised rear wheels. We envisage a new attractive, “universal” lightweight
frame design for the walker with optional attachments for a seat, shopping basket, even small child
carrier or golf bag. The walker brakes safely when going down, and assists the pushing effort on
slopes going up; handlebars sense the grip, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) senses the inclination and 3D acceleration. While the pushing force is controlled to remain always constant, a medical prescription may specify a slight force to push against for controlled training exercises; imbalances in the arm or leg forces can be compensated to adapt to the user’s needs.
This experience, and the associated software assistants, shall be transferred to the similar development of a smart tricycle. The tricycle platform, possibly with two wheels in front rather than the
back, is obviously more stable than a bicycle or motorised pedelec. It is envisaged for users, who
get tired easily, have difficulty in walking, would enjoy using a bicycle but feel unsafe, or should do
supervised physical activity. The idea is to assist, but not to patronise, the driving.

4 Navigation Assistance
The Navigation Aid will use OpenStreetMap (OSM) data. The OSM standard already allows the
annotation of outdoor path properties such as the accessibility of a sloped curb, ramps, obstructions, or the availability of toilets nearby. The completeness of available annotations for all platform
and user requirements shall be checked, and extensions to the standard proposed (particularly for
indoor environments), as necessary. ASSAM safety levels of accessibility with constraints required
for variants of the mobility assistants will be defined, allowing “ASSAM-ready” certification for specific environments. A challenge is the seamless transition from indoor to outdoor environments.

5 Safety Assistance
With a local map provided by a laser scanner, the Driving Aid will guide around obstacles by giving
warning directions by an arrow or language commands, cf. Figure 5. As part of the Navigation Assistant, the Driving Assistant for the wheelchair corrects the driving direction proactively to avoid
obstacles; for the walker it indicates the driving direction by slightly breaking the appropriate wheel;
the user is guided around obstacles. Figure 3 and Figure 5 show the present solution of a 2D safety region. The challenge is 3D recognition of obstructions at various heights, such as crossbars,
changing pavement heights, holes, or down-going stairs, cf. Figure 4. As local obstacles such as
stairs or ramps can be detected (to avoid toppling over), safety and self-localisation for security will
be considerably increased.

Figure 3: Safety region

Figure 4: Problem zones

Figure 5: Warning direction for obstacle avoidance

Figure 6: Remote Control interface

6 Assistance for Declining Vision or Mental Faculties
Elderly persons with declining vision are less likely to learn the usage of standard aids for the blind;
these, or persons with declining mental faculties (mild dementia or loss of short-term memory), will
find excellent cognitive assistance, in particular with a natural language interface: the mobility assistants will guide back home; localisation/positioning allows orientation in unfamiliar surroundings,
and gives the secure feeling of never getting lost.

7 Security Assistance in Emergencies
When having difficulties with the technical support, when dealing with a map (due to stress or cognitive overload), or in case of slight dementia, some users will require additional security assistance by interacting with a real person. In emergency situations, an alarm raised by the user or the
system automatically shall connect to a call centre. A caregiver will assess the situation by an onboard camera when permitted (possibly using remote control, cf. Figure 6), and provide online navigation assistance. As position and direction of the platform are known, a first question like “do you
see the city hall in front of you?” will establish contact and provide assurance.

8 Environment Control, User Interaction
For the walker, the vision of a personal service or companion robot becomes more realistic, when
interaction with an intelligent environment is added. This is demonstrated in the Bremen Ambient
Assisted Living Lab, BAALL.de, a 60m2 apartment fully equipped for trial living of two seniors: sliding doors are opened, light is switched on, the kitchenette/cupboards/microwave is moved to an
appropriate height; a higher service such as “reading an bed” adjusts the bed to a comfortable
reading position, dims the lights, closes the doors, etc. Uttering an intention such as “I want to eat
a pizza” triggers proactive actions in the environment, affecting doors, lights, kitchenette, fridge and
corresponding routes, cf. Figure 7. In the ASSAM project, such additional software services
(“apps”) shall be tested with the new mobility assistants, and extended experimentally to other
building and outdoor environment control, such as remote door and lift controls in a larger building
complex, or activation of traffic lights at street crossings.

Figure 7: Seamless environment control: in BAALL, at outer door, at lift
In general, interaction of the user with the mobility assistants and the intelligent environment shall
be multi-modal, adapted to the individual user’s needs. One generic mode is by pointing to symbols for services or visualised route graphs on the touch screen of a smartphone or tablet computer. However, visual faculties decline; the number of options and symbols may become hard to
manage. Thus an important alternative is spoken dialogue. Although the general case of natural
language interaction (initiation of clarification dialogues, understanding of dialects, adaptation to
individual language deficiencies, etc.) is a research issue, interaction in well-designed restricted dialogues is fairly well developed. It will be implemented for goal-oriented navigation.

9 Conclusion
For market introduction, the cost of safety laser scanners has so far been prohibitive; with recently
available affordable sensors the development of industry prototypes is within reach. An even larger
market is opened for existing non-electric vehicles with an add-on navigation component based on
OdoWheel. We expect mobility assistants to be leased, rented out for share, or provided free of
charge at supermarkets, hotels, airports, touristic areas, etc. This encourages a business model to
provide certified maps that are safe to navigate in, increasing personal autonomy.
The Open Street Map standard will be extended indoors and by annotations for specific requirements, e.g. platforms negotiating a curved ramp, or for users with declining vision. For multi-modal
interaction of the user with the mobility assistants and an intelligent environment, the ISO Universal
Remote Console standard, URC, shall be used, an open scalable platform for interoperability and
personalised user interfaces; cf. also the openurc.org consortium of companies.
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